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Ionization of small molecules induced by H+, He+, and N+ projectiles: Comparison of experiment
with quantum and classical calculations
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We report the energy and angular distribution of ejected electrons from CH4 and H2O molecules impacted
by 1 MeV H+, He+, and 650 keV N+ ions. Spectra were measured at different observation angles, from 2 to
2000 eV. The obtained absolute double-differential electron-emission cross sections (DDCSs) were compared
with the results of classical trajectory Monte Carlo (CTMC) and continuum distorted wave, eikonal initial
state (CDW-EIS) calculations. For the bare H+ projectile both theories show remarkable agreement with the
experiment at all observed angles and energies. The CTMC results are in similarly good agreement with the
DDCS spectra obtained for impact by dressed He+ and N+ ions, where screening effects and electron loss from
the projectile gain importance. The CDW-EIS calculations slightly overestimate the electron loss for 1 MeV He+

impact, and overestimate both the target and projectile ionization at low emitted electron energies for 650 keV
N+ impact. The contribution of multiple electron scattering by the projectile and target centers (Fermi shuttle)
dominates the N+-impact spectra at higher electron energies, and it is well reproduced by the nonperturbative
CTMC calculations. The contributions of different processes in medium-velocity collisions of dressed ions with
molecules are determined.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Ionization of atoms and molecules by ion impact has been
extensively studied for decades. Cross sections for electron
emission, differential in electron energy and emission angle,
are rich in structures, providing valuable information about the
different ionization mechanisms. Covering the field of heavy-
particle–atom collisions, the main concepts, experimental
methods, and theoretical works for electron emission were
reviewed by Stolterfoht, DuBois, and Rivarola in 1997 [1]. In
the last two decades, remarkable new advances have been made
in studying coherent electron emission from simple molecules
by ion impact [2,3] and collision systems with strong perturba-
tion [4,5], where multiple ionization [6–8] or multiple electron
scattering (Fermi shuttle) [9–13] significantly contributes.
Ionization in ion-molecule collisions has also been studied
from the beginning of electron spectroscopy [14]. Rather early,
a remarkable systematic work was performed by Wilson and
Toburen [15]. They found that the ionization cross section
of small carbohydrates by proton impact is scalable with the
number of weakly bound electrons [15,16].

Recently, the interest in studying ionization processes in
molecular systems is rapidly increasing. For ion-impact ioniza-
tion, it is partially motivated by the increasing applications, as
in plasma physics, ion therapy, and radiation protection, as well
as in functionalization of polymers and other materials. Mo-
tivation for understanding the molecular-collision-governed
large-scale processes in space and in planetary atmospheres
(with a strong relevance for climate research) is also getting
stronger. Last but not least, the dynamics of strongly perturbed
molecules is a challenge for theories. Molecular ionization
is often followed by the dissociation of the molecule. The
connection between ionization and fragmentation is a subject
of numerous studies and has been intensively investigated
[17–19].

In recent studies attention has turned to more complex
systems, for instance collisions with large biomolecules

[16,20–22]. The experiments cover a wide energy range from
a few keV up to ca. 100 MeV. Ionization by bare ions was
investigated in detail by Tribedi and co-workers for a wide
range of targets with emphasis on the two-center (TCE) and
interference effects [21–25].

Collisional studies on biomolecules are especially interest-
ing for hadron therapy [26], where large-scale irradiation-dose
and cell-damage model calculations need a great amount
of reliable input data, including experimentally obtained
ionization cross sections. Numerous measurements have been
focused on the direct ionization of nucleobases [16,20–22].
Although the direct DNA damage is of particular interest,
secondary processes significantly contribute to DNA lesions.
Free electrons from primary ionization may induce molecular
fragmentation by subsequent ionizations or by dissocia-
tive electron attachment [27,28]. Accordingly, differential
electron-production cross sections are important in their own
right for mapping radiation damage.

In the majority of the applications based on ion-matter
interactions, including radiation damage in biological tissues,
the most important projectile energy region is where the linear
energy transfer maximizes. This is known as the Bragg-peak
region, centered typically at a few hundred keV/u impact
energy. In this energy range, the equilibrium charge state of
the ion inside the matter, which is determined by the relative
yields of the charge transfer and ionization, is close to unity
(q ≈ 1) [29]. Studies in this energy region on small, few-
atomic molecules with singly charged heavy-ion projectiles are
rather scarce. Montenegro et al. measured the ion production
in C+ + H2O collision from 15 keV to 100 keV impact
energy [29]. However, to our knowledge, double-differential
electron emission from molecules by impact of singly charged,
heavier-ion projectiles in the Bragg-peak region has not been
studied yet.

Electron spectra from collisions with dressed heavy ions
exhibit the signatures of many ionization mechanisms, in-
cluding the electron-loss contributions. Single ionization is
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dominated by far collisions; therefore it is governed by the
screened ionic charge. In close collisions, however, screening
effects are less important. Therefore multiple-ionization cross
sections are closer to those for bare projectiles [1,30–32].
For dressed projectiles, multiple electron scattering at lower
energies [9–13] and dielectronic (antiscreening) effects [33]
at higher energies may also provide observable contributions
to the spectra. Strong angular asymmetries due to two- or
many-center effects are also expected in the studied energy
region [21,23,25,34]. Altogether, in the actual energy and
projectile charge-state region of the present study, a full treat-
ment of the whole ion-molecule collision scenario represents
a challenge for collision theories.

In the present work, the predictions of two theoretical
approaches are compared with experiment. On the quantum
mechanical side, the continuum distorted wave, eikonal initial
state (CDW-EIS) model has been extended for screened
ion potentials and molecular targets [7,35]. Moreover, we
generalize the nonperturbative classical trajectory Monte Carlo
(CTMC) method for treating molecular targets by accounting
for the ionization from the particular molecular orbitals [36].

In this work we focus on collision systems relevant for
the Bragg-peak region. We report double-differential cross
sections for electron ejection from H2O and CH4 molecules
colliding with singly charged projectiles with different atomic
numbers between 46 keV/u and 1000 keV/u impact energies.
The results are compared with quantum mechanical CDW-EIS
and classical CTMC calculations. Both targets are considered
as tissue-equivalent materials [26] since more than 60% of
the human body is water, and the rest consists of carbon-
based compounds. Therefore, we expect the results not only to
be important for understanding the dressed–ion impact in the
intermediate-energy region, but also to be relevant for hadron
therapy.

In the following, we start with a description of the
experimental system and the data evaluation methods. Then
the details of the extension of the CTMC theory for dressed-
projectile impact on molecular targets are provided. For the
CDW-EIS method a shorter description is given. In the results
and discussion parts of the paper, we concentrate on the
differences in the double-differential electron emission cross
sections for the three projectiles. We analyze the potentialities
of the theoretical approaches in accounting for the contribu-
tions of the different ionization mechanisms quantitatively.
Finally, the role of those contributions in the studied collision
systems is summarized.

II. EXPERIMENT

We investigated the ionization of H2O and CH4 molecules
in a standard crossed-beam arrangement. The scheme of the
experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. Beams of H+, He+, and
N+ ions were supplied by the 5 MV Van de Graaff accelerator
in Atomki, Debrecen, with kinetic energies of 1 MeV/u,
250 keV/u, and 46 keV/u, respectively. To keep the charge
state of the ions well defined, the beam was electrostatically
deflected by 15° before being collimated and sent to the
collision region. The cylindrical experimental chamber of
1000 mm diameter was equipped with two rotating rings. After
the beam passed through the target volume, its current was
measured in a two-stage Faraday cup. For setting the position
of the ion beam, a circular aperture (A1) of 2 mm diameter,
mounted on one of the rings, was turned to its aligned position.
The beam was then sent through this aperture and the circular
3 mm hole at the bottom of the first Faraday stage. The target
current was measured in the second Faraday cup. The distance
between the two apertures was 800 mm inside the chamber.
After maximizing the target current, with practically zero
current in the first Faraday stage, a four-jawed slit—located
upstream in the beamline at ∼1200 mm distance from the
entrance of the chamber—was closed to 2 × 2 mm2 without
losing target current. Finally, the first 2 mm aperture (A1) was
turned out from the beam direction. The setting was accepted
when the target current (in the second Faraday cup) slightly
increased upon the removal of A1, and no significant current
appeared in the first Faraday cup. Between the chamber and
the four-jawed slit, one more, somewhat larger, aperture was
applied (A2) in order to avoid secondary electron scattering
into the experimental chamber. With a negligible current in the
first Faraday stage, the beam position was determined by two
distant elements, the four-jawed slit and the bottom hole of the
first Faraday stage.

With a double magnetic shielding the earth’s magnetic field
was reduced below 2 mG everywhere in the relevant central
part of the chamber. The residual gas pressure without gas
target was lower than 10−6 mbar.

Jets of H2O and CH4 gases were injected into the
experimental chamber through a 1-mm-diameter nozzle. A
home-made actuator allowed us to move the nozzle away
from or towards the ion beam along the vertical axis of the
cylindrical chamber. The gas flow was regulated by keeping
the buffer pressure constant with the help of an automatically
operated magnetic valve. The gas flow into the chamber was

FIG. 1. Schematic figure of the experimental setup.
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reduced by a long capillary. During the measurements the
target gas density in the collision volume was estimated to be
around 1013 cm−3, which ensured single-collision conditions.
For the water vapor target a liquid water reservoir was attached
to the nozzle’s pipeline. Before evaporation of the prepurified
carbon-free water into the vacuum chamber, dissolved gases
were carefully pumped out from the liquid. The typical
pressure in the scattering chamber was around 9 × 10−7 mbar
and 1 × 10−5 mbar with and without gas inlet, respectively.

Electrons ejected from the crossing volume of the ion beam
and the gas jet were energy analyzed by a single-stage, parallel-
plate spectrometer. The special “axe” shape of it allowed us to
move the spectrometer around the collision volume from 20°
to 160° relative to the incident ion beam, so the measurements
were performed for different observation angles within this
range.

The distance from the collision volume to the channeltron
detector was ca. 10 cm. The active volume from where the
spectrometer collects the electrons is somewhat larger than
the reaction volume (the crossing volume of the ion beam and
gas beam), which provides stability against small changes in
the projectile and gas beams during the measurement. The
base energy resolution of the spectrometer was 3%. Electron
energy spectra were measured by scanning the analyzer voltage
between 1.2 and 1200 V in logarithmic increments. This
corresponds to the energy region of 2–2000 eV. In each energy
step the number of electrons transmitted by the analyzer was
recorded for a fixed time period. The collected charge of the
projectile beam in the Faraday cup was also measured in each
energy step.

For a reliable determination of the double-differential cross
section for electron emission, the effective target length (L)
was calculated from the geometry of the collision volume and
the geometrical data of the spectrometer. It was approximated
by a linear combination of two extremes as it is given in
Ref. [37]:

L = L0[c + (1 − c)sin(�)]−1. (1)

Here � stands for the observation angle. The homogeneous
target gas distribution along the projectile beamline is repre-
sented by c = 0, while c = 1 for an ideal, dense, cylindrical
target with small diameter. For our present measurements c

was determined from isotropically emitted ion spectra, and it
was found to be c = 0.6 ± 0.03.

Since it was not possible to measure directly the target
density in the collision volume, for the normalization it
was obtained by applying homogeneous gas pressure in the
scattering chamber, similarly to the method of Ref. [37].
Without changing any other experimental parameter the nozzle
was lifted up by 70 mm and the target gas flow was
increased by a factor of 2–3 in order to keep the counting
rate acceptable. The achieved homogeneous pressure was
measured directly by an ionization gauge and was kept around
5 × 10−5 mbar. Dividing the normalized electron emission
yields for the known homogeneous pressure by those obtained
in normal measurements, we got a gain factor of G = 51 at
90° observation angle. This means that the average pressure
is about 51 times higher in the collision region below the
nozzle in its normal position than the base pressure in the
chamber during the measurement. Using this empirical factor

from the continuously monitored chamber pressure, we are
able to estimate the average target gas density in the collision
volume for normalization.

For the H+ + CH4 collision system at 1 MeV impact energy,
the absolute cross section (CS) has been measured previously
with good accuracy by Wilson and Toburen [15]. By assuming
the detection efficiency of η = 0.7 we successfully reproduced
their reference results at all observation angles without any
correction factors. In this way, we were able to perform
absolute cross section measurements.

The reported accuracy of 20% for the reference data [15]
represents a lower limit for the accuracy of our measured cross
sections. For the electron spectra, the statistical uncertainty
is increasing towards lower and higher energies, due to the
decreasing count rate in both directions. In the 8–200 eV region
it was 15% at most for H+ impact. It was ∼25% at 2 eV, and
gradually increased above 200 eV, towards higher energies.
For He+ and N+ projectiles, the statistical uncertainty was
well below 10% at all angles in the 2–300 eV region.

Three sources of systematic errors were considered. Uncer-
tainties in the determination of the effective target density and
the collected charge are independent of the electron energy.
Surface charging effects may influence the low-energy part of
the spectra. We estimate the systematic error to be around 40%
at 2 eV; it decreases to 15% at 15 eV, and remains at that level
elsewhere.

The overall uncertainty of the cross section data in the
5–300 eV energy range is �40%. At lower energies, it can
approach 50%–60%. At the high-energy end of the spectra
the statistical uncertainty dominates. Since in most regions the
error bars are smaller than the size of the symbols, we do not
show error bars in most of the figures, only at some high-energy
points for demonstrating the increase of the statistical error, if
relevant.

A. The CTMC model

Assuming the validity of the independent-particle model
(IPM), we applied a three-body CTMC approach that considers
the interaction between the projectile, an active electron,
and the ion core of the molecule. The CTMC method is based
on the numerical solution of the classical equations of motion
for a large number of trajectories of the interacting particles
under randomly chosen initial conditions [38,39].

The present CTMC computer code worked out for the
description of the ion-molecule collisions is based on a
previous code used for ion-atom collisions (for details see
Ref. [19]). Our CTMC model in many aspects is very similar
to that of Illescas et al. [40]. Unlike the latter authors, we
describe the full three-body dynamics, i.e., we do not use the
straight-line approximation for the projectile’s path.

First we consider the water molecule. In the molecular
orbital (MO) description of H2O the ten electrons of the
molecule occupy five MOs. The electrons in the lowest-energy
MO (1a1) play a negligible role in the collision, so the
active electron is chosen from the eight electrons in the
four 2a1, 1b2, 3a1, and 1b1 valence MOs characterized by
orbital energies −1.18,−0.67,−0.54, and −0.46 a.u. [41].
Each orbital contains two electrons. Assuming the validity of
the Franck-Condon approximation, the calculations are carried
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out at fixed, equilibrium geometry of H2O defined by a bond
length of 1.811 a.u. and a bond angle of 104.45°.

The active electron moves in the mean field created by the
nuclei and the other nine electrons. Applying the three-center
model potential proposed by Illescas et al. for the description of
the mean field, the potential energy of the electron is expressed
as

Vmod(r) = VO(rO) + VH
(
rH1

) + VH
(
rH2

)
(2)

with

VO(rO) = −8 − NO

rO
− NO

rO
(1 + αOrO)exp(−2αOrO), (3)

VH(rH) = −1 − NH

rH
− NH

rH
(1 + αHrH)exp(−2αHrH), (4)

where rO, rH1 , and rH2 in (2) are the electron distances to the
three target nuclei, and the parameters in (3) and (4) are NO =
7.1,NH = (9 − NO)/2, αO = 1.500 a.u., and αH = 0.665 a.u.

The trajectories of the particles are obtained by solving
Newton’s nonrelativistic equations of motion:

mi

d2ri

dt2
=

3∑
j (�=i)=1

Fij (ri − rj ), (i = 1,2,3). (5)

Here mi and ri are the masses and the position vectors of the
three particles, respectively. Introducing the notations e, P, and
T for the electron, projectile, and target, the Fij forces in (5) are
the e-P, e-T, and P-T interactions. The e-T force is determined
as −∇rij

V mod (rij ), where rij = ri − rj is the relative position
vector of the two particles. For a bare-ion projectile of charge
ZP the P-T force is derived similarly: −ZP∇rij

[−V mod (rij )].
The e-P interaction in this case is Coulombic. For a structured
projectile ion we applied the Green-Sellin-Zachor (GSZ)
potential [42] for the determination of the e-P and P-T
interactions:

V GSZ(r) = −{Z − (N − 1)[1 − �(r,η,ξ )]}/r (6)

where Z is the nuclear charge, (N − 1) is the number of the
electrons in the ion, and

�(r,η,ξ ) = {(η/ξ )[exp(ξr) − 1] + 1}−1.

Here η and ξ are parameters of the GSZ model obtained by
minimizing the total energy of the given ion by Hartree-Fock
atomic structure calculations. The e-P force is expressed as
−∇rijV

GSZ(rij ). The P-T force was derived in the same way
as for the bare-ion projectile but with use of an effective ion
charge Zeff

P . The latter was obtained from the GSZ potential:
Zeff

P = −rV GSZ(r).
Our procedure for the generation of the initial values of the

position and momentum coordinates of the electron from a
set of uniformly distributed variables was different from that
of Illescas et al. [40]. In our work we followed the method
suggested by Reinhold and Falcón [43] for non-Coulombic
systems. The latter authors considered the problem of a
central (isotropic) potential; we generalized their results for
the nonisotropic potentials of the molecules.

Reinhold and Falcón started out from the basic assumption
of the CTMC method [38], namely, that the electron density

in the phase space is constant,

f (r,p) = kδ(Ei − E), (7)

where k is a normalization constant, Ei is the ionization energy,
and E is the total energy of the electron E = p2/2μ + V (r)
with μ = mT /(1 + mT ). The δ function in Ref. [6] ensures the
energy conservation.

First we consider the case of the isotropic potential, i.e.,
V (r) = V (r). The range of r is confined to the interval 0 < r <

r0 because of the condition that the kinetic energy is positive.
The maximum value r0 is obtained as the root of the equation

Ei − V (r) = 0. (8)

We consider only potentials for which the above equation
has one root.

Reinhold and Falcon arrived at a set of uniformly distributed
variables by two successive variable transformations. The first
one

(r,p) → (Ei,r,νr ,νp,φr ,φp) (9)

is defined by

x = r
(
1 − ν2

r

)1/2
cosφr,

y = r
(
1 − ν2

r

)1/2
sinφr,

z = rνr ,

px = {2μ[Ei − V (r)]}1/2
(
1 − ν2

p

)1/2
cosφp,

py = {2μ[Ei − V (r)]}1/2
(
1 − ν2

p

)1/2
sinφp,

pz = {2μ[Ei − V (r)]}1/2νp. (10)

The second transformation is

(Ei,r,νr ,νp,φr ,φp) → (ω,νr,νp,φr ,φp) (11)

Here the new variable ω is given by the integral

ω(r) =
∫ r

0
dr ′μr ′2{2μ[Ei − V (r ′)]}1/2

. (12)

ω,νr,νp,φr , and φp are uniformly distributed variables in the
intervals

ω ∈ [0, ω(r0)], φr ∈ [0, 2π ], φp ∈ [0, 2π ],

νr ∈ [−1, 1], νp ∈ [−1, 1].

Once a value of ω is chosen at random, r is obtained from
the inverse of the ω(r) function given by the integral (12),
and the position and momentum coordinates are calculated
using (9) with the randomly selected values of νr ,νp,φr ,
and φp.

For a nonisotropic potential V (r) first we select νr and
φr that define the direction (ϑr,φr ) of the r vector. [In
Eqs. (10) one can identify νr as cos ϑr .] The difference
from the case of the isotropic potential is that now the root
of Eq. (8) has to be determined for each selected direction,
i.e., r0 = r0(θr ,φr ). Also, the variable ω given by Eq. (12) has
directional dependence:

ω(r,θr ,φr ) =
∫ r

0
dr ′μr ′2{2μ[Ei − V (r ′,θr ,φr )]}1/2

. (13)
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FIG. 2. Contour map of the probability density for the initial
electron position for the 2a1 MO of H2O. Here x and y are coordinates
of the projection of the position vectors into the molecule plane. From
light to dark each intensity level increases by a factor of 2.

Again, after the random choice of an ω value with the
condition 0 < ω < ω [r0(θr ,φr )], r is obtained from the inverse
of the ω(r,θr ,φr ) function. Then the components of the
momentum vector are calculated with the randomly selected
values of νp and φp:

px = {2μ[Ei − V (r,θr ,φr )]}1/2
(
1 − ν2

p

)1/2
cosφp,

py = {2μ[Ei − V (r,θr ,φr )]}1/2
(
1 − ν2

p

)1/2
sinφp,

pz = {2μ[Ei − V (r,θr ,φr )]}1/2νp. (14)

The distribution of the initial electron position calculated
by the above-outlined procedure for the 2a1 MO of H2O is
presented in Fig. 2. The molecule lies in the x,y plane; the
contour map shows the projection of the position vectors into
the molecule’s plane. In Fig. 3 we compare the probability
density function of the electron’s initial radial distance for the
2a1 MO calculated in the present work with that obtained by
Illescas et al. [40].

There is a reasonable agreement between the two distri-
butions. Our procedure resulted in a somewhat higher cutoff
value than that of Illescas et al. To see the difference between
the atom and the molecule, we plotted also the analytical
classical probability density function for an electron moving
in a potential V (r) = 1/r with the same ionization energy as
that of the electron in the 2a1 MO.

For the molecule CH4 a multicenter potential, similar to the
three-center potential for H2O, was apparently not available
in the literature. In our work we attempted to construct a
five-center potential for CH4. To do this, we analyzed the
structure of the potential energy of the electron in H2O given by
Eqs. (2)–(4). By substituting the numerical values of NO and
NH into Eqs. (3) and (4), we obtain

VO(rO) = −0.9

rO
− 7.1

rO
W (αOrO) (15)

x 1/2

Radial distance [a.u.]
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FIG. 3. The probability density function of the electron initial
radial distance for the 2a1 MO of H2O. Solid line, present work;
dashed line, Illescas et al. [40]; dotted line, the analytical result for a
1/r potential and Ei = 1.18 a.u.

and

VH(rH) = −0.05

rH
− 0.95

rH
W (αHrH), (16)

with W (x) = (1 + x)exp(−2x). Since the latter function de-
cays exponentially, the second term in (15) and (16) can
be identified as the short-range part of the potential energy.
The first term is the Coulombic, long-range part of the
potential energy that determines the asymptotical behavior of
the (e + H2O+) system at large separation of the electron from
the molecule core. For r → ∞

Vmod(r) = Vmod(r) = −0.9

r
− 2

0.05

r
= −1

r
. (17)

At the same time, for the limit rO → 0 and rH → 0,

VO(rO) = − 8

rO
and VH(rH) = − 1

rH
, (18)

respectively. From Eqs. (15)–(18) we can conclude that the
contribution of VO(rO) to Vmod(r) can be considered as that of
an oxygen ion with ionic charge of almost one unit. Similarly,
VH(rH) is the potential energy of the electron interacting with
an almost neutral hydrogen atom. This means that to a good
approximation (H2O+ + e) ≈ (O+ + e) + 2(H0 + e).

The above finding has led us to the idea that a multicenter
potential can be constructed as a sum of atomic or ionic
potentials with suitably chosen screening parameters. For
a screened potential we may use the Green-Sellin-Zachor
potential. V GSZ(r) can also be written as a sum of long- and
short-range potentials:

V GSZ(r) = −Z − (N − 1)

r
− (N − 1)

r
�(r,η,ξ ). (19)

Still remaining with H2O, as a zeroth-order approximation
we may apply the above potential for the O+ ion and the H0

atom, using Z = 8,N = 8 for O+, and Z = 1,N = 2 for H0.
As a better approximation we may allow a small change of the
electron number N at each center: As is seen from Eq. (16),
the hydrogen atoms are not completely screened; a small part
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FIG. 4. The potential energy of the electron in H2O in the
direction of one of the hydrogen atoms. Solid line, the model potential
given by Eqs. (2)–(4) [40]; dashed line, present result obtained in the
zeroth-order approximation (see text).

of the electron cloud is moved from them to the oxygen ion. As
a result, at the oxygen ion N = 8 + �N , and at the hydrogen
atoms N = 2 − �N /2. In this approximation we have

V GSZ
O (rO) = −1 − �N

rO
− 7 + �N

rO
�(rO,ηO,ξO), (20)

V GSZ
H (rH) = −�N /2

rH
− 1 − �N /2

rH
�(rH,ηH,ξH). (21)

The choice �N = 0.1 in Eqs. (20) and (21) leads to the
same long- and short-range potential coefficients as those in
Eqs. (15) and (16).

To generalize the above results for other molecules one
needs to know the value(s) of �N . The latter quantity at a
given atom in the molecule may be related to the partial charge,
defined as the difference between the charge calculated by a
quantum chemical model around the atomic center and the
charge of the neutral atom. The investigation of the correlation
between the two quantities is beyond the scope of the present
work; therefore for the construction of the five-center potential
for CH4 we assume that �N is small and we can use the
“zeroth-order approximation.” As a check, we calculated the
zeroth-order approximation for H2O using Eqs. (20) and (21)
with �N = 0. In Fig. 4 we compare the approximate potential
energy obtained in the direction of one of the hydrogen atoms
with the result obtained by the three-center potential proposed
by Illescas et al. [40].

The good agreement found between the two potential curves
justifies the application of the zeroth-order approximation for
CH4. In this way in our CTMC calculations for CH4 we used
the following five-center potential:

VCH4 (r) = VC(rC) +
4∑

i=1

VH
(
rHi

)
(22)

with

VC(rC) = − 1

rC
− 5

rC

1

(ηC/ξC)[exp(ξCrC) − 1] + 1
, (23)

VH(rH) = − 1

rH

1

(ηH/ξH) [exp(ξHrH) − 1] + 1
. (24)

The parameters of the Green-Sellin-Zachor potentials
in (23) and (24) were taken from Garvey et al. [44].
For carbon (Z = N = 6) : ηC = 2.13 and ξC = 1.065; for
hydrogen (Z = 1,N = 2) : ηH = 0.6298 and ξH = 1.3254.

For CH4, tetrahedral geometry with bond length of
2.067 a.u. was considered [45]. The electron emission was
determined from the 2a1 and 1t2 valence MOs characterized
by orbital energies −0.8452 a.u. and −0.5329 a.u. [46], as
well as by occupation numbers 2 and 6, respectively. The
doubly differential cross section (DDCS) for the total electron
production describing the energy and angular distribution of
the electron following the ionization of the molecule is the
sum of DDCSs for the electron emission from the individual
MOs:

d2σ

dε d�
=

NMO∑
i=1

d2σi

dε d�
, (25)

where NMO is the number of the MOs. For a given MO,
classically the DDCS can be expressed as (omitting the
subscript i)

d2σ

dε d�
= n2π

∫ ∞

0
b

d2p

dε d�
(b) db, (26)

where d2p/dεd� is the one-electron doubly differential
ionization probability for the regarded MO, n is the number
of electrons in the MO, and b is the impact parameter. For a
large number of collision events characterized by uniformly
distributed b values in the range (0,bmax), the integral in (26)
can be approximated by the following sum:

∫ ∞

0
b

d2p

dε d�
(b) db ≈ bmax

∑
j bj

Ntot�ε ��
. (27)

Here bj is the actual impact parameter at which the electron
is emitted with an energy and angle that fall in the energy
window �ε and solid angle window ��, and Ntot is the total
number of the collision events.

For a fixed molecule orientation the electron emission
depends on both the azimuthal and polar angles. In our
work, at each collision event the orientation of the molecule
was randomly changed. This was achieved by the rotation
of the molecule using the three Euler angles. By a suitable
transformation of the Euler angles to uniformly distributed
variables, we ensured the isotropic distribution of the molecule
orientation. Due to the resulting azimuthal symmetry of the
electron emission, �� is determined by the polar angular
window ranging from θmin to θmax:

�� =
∫ 2π

0

∫ θmax

θmin

sinθ dθ dφ = 2π (cosθmin − cosθmax).

(28)
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From Eqs. (27) and (28) we obtain for a given MO

d2σ

dε d�
≈ n

bmax
∑

j bj

Ntot(cosθmin − cosθmax)�ε
. (29)

For a structured projectile the electron emission due to the
ionization of the projectile has also to be taken into account.
This can be done by considering the reversed collision system.
For the electron production in collisions of nitrogen ions with
water molecules, the contribution of the projectile’s ionization
(known as “electron loss”) was determined by calculating
the process H2O + N+ → H2O + N2+ + e. We simplified the
latter calculation by replacing the neutral H2O projectile by
a neutral oxygen atom. This can be justified because of the
dominant contribution of the oxygen to the molecular potential,
as well as by the relatively small ionization probability of N+
due to its large second-ionization energy (−1.087 a.u.). In the
same way, for the He+ + CH4 collision the CH4 projectile in
the reversed system was replaced by a neutral carbon atom. The
results obtained for the reversed collision system refer to the
projectile-centered frame for the direct system; therefore we
had to transform them to the laboratory system. This was done
simply by performing a velocity (Galilean) transformation on
the trajectories.

B. The CDW-EIS model

Among the perturbative calculations the continuum dis-
torted wave with eikonal initial states approximation seems
a powerful method to describe ionization of atoms by bare
projectiles at medium and high impact energies [1,23,47]. In
the present work an extended CDW-EIS method was applied
to describe the electron emission from molecules impacted by
dressed projectiles. The details together with the expressions
can be found in Refs. [7,35], so here we give only a brief
description of the method.

In the theoretical description we invoked the following
three approximations: (i) The impact parameter picture,
where the incident projectile is assumed to move along a
straight-line trajectory R = ρ + vt with ρ perpendicular to
v, where the constant velocity v is parallel to the z axis of
the laboratory system fixed at the center of the molecule and
ρ ≡ (ρ,ϕρ) denotes the impact parameter. (ii) The Franck-
Condon approximation, (iii) IPM as defined for the description
of CTMC.

The single-electron Hamiltonian is given by

h(x,t) = h0(x) + VP(s) + Vs(R(t)), (30)

h0(x) = − 1
2�x + Vmolecule(x), (31)

where x denotes the position vector of the active electron
with respect to the target center, s = x − R(t),h0 denotes the
electronic Hamiltonian for the target molecule, Vmolecule(x)
describes the effective interaction of the electron with the target
nucleus and other electrons, Vp(s) is the interaction between
the projectile and the active electron, and Vs(R(t)) stands for
the interaction of the projectile with the target nucleus and
the passive electrons. Since Vs(R(t)) depends only on the
internuclear coordinate (R), it can be accounted for by a phase
factor. The latter does not affect the electron dynamics within
the impact parameter approximation. Therefore, we drop this

term in the following. In the same way as in the CTMC model,
for Vp here we also choose the GSZ potential [42] for the
determination of the e-P and P-T interaction [cf. Eq. (19)]:

VP(s) = V s
P (s) − q

s
with q = Z − (N − 1).

The transition amplitude for the ejection of an electron with
momentum k from the ith initial orbital in the prior form of
the CDW-EIS method can be written as

a−
ik(ρ,ωE)= −i

∫ ∞

−∞
dt

〈
ξ−

k (x,t)

∣∣∣∣
(

h̃(x,t) − i
∂

∂t

)
ξ+
iωE

(x,t)

〉
,

(32)

where ωE denotes collectively the Euler angles (α, β, γ )
referring to the orientation of the molecule. The wave functions
ξ−− and ξ+ are given by eikonal distorted wave functions for
the initial channel,

ξ+
i,ωE

(x,t) = e−iεi t�i,ωE
(x)E∗

v (s,ηi) (33)

and by Coulomb distorted wave functions

ξ−
k (x,t) = e−iεk t�−

k (x)Dp(s,ηp) (34)

for the ionization channel. The distortion factors Ev(s,ηi) and
Dp(s,ηp) are given as

Dp(s,ηp)

= eπηp/2�(1 + iηp) 1F1 (−iηp,1, − i (ps + p · s)) (35)

and

Ev(s,ηi) = (vs + v · s)iηi , (36)

respectively, where ηi = q/v, ηp = q/p, p = k − v, s =
x − R, and 1F1 is the confluent hypergeometric function.
h̃ = h − Vs and

(
h̃ − i

∂

∂t

)
ξ+
i,ωE

(x,t) = −e−iεi t

[
�i,ωE

(x)
1

2
∇2

xE
∗
v (s,ηi)

+∇x�i,ωE
(x) · ∇sE

∗
v (s,ηi)

+V s
P (s) ξ+

i,ωE
(x)

]
, (37)

where the first two terms in the square brackets correspond to
the transition due to the bare-projectile impact, while the last
term is due to the short-range part of the projectile potential.

The STO-3G basis sets are often used in polyatomic
calculations. These basis sets include all the ground-state
orbitals of the composite atoms (that is, in addition to the
1s orbital of H, 1s, 2s, and 2p orbitals of the C and O
atoms are used, respectively, for the CH4 and H2O molecules).
The expansion coefficients are obtained by the Gaussian
computational chemistry software package [48]. More detailed
basis sets that include unfilled d and f functions, like 4-31G or
6-31G basis sets, are also available for calculations. However,
as demonstrated in previous calculations, good description for
the DDCS electron emission can be given with the use of
STO-NG basis sets (N is the number of Gaussian-type orbitals
representing a given Slater-type atomic orbital); see [7,35,49].
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As for the CTMC description, of the (1a1)2(2a1)2(1t2)6

electronic configuration of the CH4 molecule only the 2a1 and
1t2 orbitals were considered, which had been constructed as
linear combinations of atomic orbitals. Similarly, the deeply
bound (1a1)2 orbital was excluded from the calculation in the
case of H2O, where only the (2a1)2(1b2)2(3a1)2(1b1)2 orbitals
were considered.

The continuum states of the molecule are described on a
spherically averaged potential created by the nuclei and the
passive electrons [50],

V +
molecule(x) = Vnuclei(x) + Velectrons(x), (38)

where

Velectrons(x) = −
N−1∑

j

nj

1

4π

∫
dx1

|�i(x1)|2
x ′ . (39)

Here x ′ = max(x1,x), N is the number of electrons, and
Vnuclei(x) is represented by an averaged uniform spherical
charge distribution for the nuclei according to their equilibrium
distance from the center of the molecule. As for the initial
orbital, �k(x) is expanded over spherical harmonics,

�k(x) = 1

x
√

k

∑
l,m

ile−iδl ukl(x)
[
Ym

l (x̂)
]∗

Ym
l (k̂), (40)

where ukl(x) is obtained by numerical solution for the
radial part of the molecular Hamiltonian: hmolecule = − 1

2�x +
V +

molecule(x);, see [51]. The probability for electron emission
with momentum k from a given ith initial orbital is given by

pi,ki
(ρ) = 1

8π2

∫
dωE |a−

ik(ρ,ωE)|2, (41)

where the integral over the Euler angles (∫ dωE) reflects the
conditions that the molecules have an arbitrary orientation
in the experiments discussed in the next sections. The total
ionization probability of the ith initial orbital is obtained by
integrating over k:

pi(ρ) =
∫

dk pi,k(ρ). (42)

Up to this point we have discussed electron emission
from the target; however, the projectile can also lose one or
more electrons. As for the CTMC treatment, this process is
treated similarly to the target ionization if we change from
the target to the projectile reference frame. In the projectile
frame a neutral molecular particle as projectile with velocity
−v ionizes the ionic target. The potential for the molecular
projectile is derived in the same way as for the atomic one but
with the ground-state configuration and orbitals of the negative
molecule ion. The wave functions for the ionic target are
evaluated by solving numerically the Schrödinger equation on
the GSZ potential. Finally the derived transition probabilities
are transformed back to the laboratory frame.

Having the single-particle transition probabilities for the
target and projectile, we calculate the probabilities for q-fold
ionization by a binomial analysis within the framework of the
independent-particle picture. On the level of a shell-specific
model [6], the probability of q-fold electron emission p

q

k when

only one electron is ejected with momentum k is given by

p
(q)
k (ρ) = 1

m

∑
j : (1,2,...,m)

N1,...,Nm∑
q1,...,qm=0;

q1+···+qm=q−1

m∏
i=1

Ni!

qi!(Ni − qi)!

×pj,k(ρ)[pj (ρ)]qi [1 − pi(ρ)]Ni−qi . (43)

Here, m is the total number of electron shells on the
projectile and target that can be ionized, and Ni the number
of electrons in each shell. Finally, the doubly differential cross
section for detecting one electron with energy εk = 1

2k2 in the
direction of d�k(θk,ϕk) when q electrons are removed from
the projectile-target system is given by

d2p(q)

dεkd�k

= k

∫
dρ p

(q)
k (ρ). (44)

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The measured double-differential electron emission cross
sections are displayed in Fig. 5 for the CH4 target molecule.
The figure exhibits the characteristic features of electron
emission due to ion impact ionization of atoms or molecules.
The cross section maximizes at low electron energies, where
electrons originate from soft collisions. Between 10 and
1000 eV the cross section decreases by at least five orders
of magnitude. Sharp target (carbon) and projectile (nitrogen)
Auger peaks are visible in the spectra. The classical binary
encounter peaks at Ebinary = 4Epcos2θ energy also appear at
forward angles. They are best observable in the case of proton
impact [Fig. 5(a)]. For the dressed He+ and N+ projectile ions,
electron loss (EL) from the projectile also contributes to the
spectra. The DDCS spectra of H2O are similar.

Among the characteristic features, the DDCS spectra
exhibit significant differences for the three types of projectiles.
Although their ionic charge is the same, the measured DDCS
for N+ is at least one order of magnitude higher than that for
the H+ projectile at all observed angles and electron energies.
The DDCS for He+ lies between these two. These differences
might partially be attributed to the different impact velocities.
The velocity ratios are 6.3 : 1.6 : 1.3 for H+, He+, and
N+, respectively. Indeed, if we characterize the interaction
strength with the Bohr-Sommerfeld parameter as δ = q/v

(q is the ionic charge and v is the velocity of the projectile), the
strongest perturbation occurs for the N+ projectile (δH = 0.16,
δHe = 0.63, and δN = 0.74). Moreover, the different nuclear
charges also play a role in close collision events, where
the projectile electrons may not screen the nuclear charge
completely, and therefore the effective charge may greatly
exceed the ionic value for a short time period. Close encounters
occur for large momentum and energy transfer. Accordingly,
one may expect that the effective charge increases with the
energy of the ejected electron. In close collisions the maximum
value of δ remains the same for the bare H+ ion, but it can be
even doubled for He+ (δmax = 1.26). In the case of N+ the
maximum effective charge and the maximum value of the
corresponding Bohr-Sommerfeld parameter can be as high as
qmax = 7 and δmax = 5.2, respectively. We will see later that
the increase of the cross section with electron energy can go
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FIG. 5. Double-differential electron emission cross section
(DDCSs) for CH4 target molecules induced by (a) 1 MeV H+; (b)
1 MeV He+; (c) 650 keV N+ projectiles. Spectra are depicted as
functions of electron energy for different observation angles.

even beyond a Z2 scaling. Close collision events also cause
multiple ionization of the target with large probability. We note
that in Figs. 5(b) and 5(c), the EL process, i.e., the emission

FIG. 6. Double-differential electron emission cross section for
CH4 by 1 MeV H+ impact at different observation angles. The
multiplying factors, applied for graphical reasons, are shown in
parentheses. The measured data are indicated as gray diamonds. The
calculated CDW-EIS and CTMC values are depicted by dash-dotted
and solid lines, respectively. A few sample error bars are shown at
higher electron energies. At lower energies, the size of the diamonds
exceeds the uncertainties of the data.

of electrons originating from projectile ionization, contributes
remarkably to the spectra.

For the 1 MeV H+ projectile the angular distribution of
low-energy electron emission is close to isotropic. In contrast,
strong forward-backward asymmetry in low-energy electron
emission has been found for He+ and N+ projectiles. This
asymmetry originates from two sources. One is the enhanced
two-center effect (TCE). Since the ionic charge is the same for
all projectiles, the stronger asymmetry is partially attributed to
the lower velocity of the heavier projectiles. Another source of
the asymmetry is that, in the laboratory frame, electrons ejected
from the projectile are emitted predominantly into forward
angles, enhancing the yield of low-energy electrons, especially
strongly for the N+ projectile where the EL peak is centered
at low energy (∼25 eV).

The measured DDCS spectra for the collision systems
of H+ + CH4 and H+ + H2O show remarkable agreement
with both the CTMC and CDW-EIS calculations as shown in
Figs. 6 and 7. The shape of the spectra, including that of the
binary encounter peak, is well reproduced. A small systematic
difference between experiments and theories appears only
below 10 eV where the experimental cross sections are slightly
smaller than the theoretical predictions. Since our measured
5 eV data are also somewhat smaller than those of Ref. [15],
while the agreement is perfect above 10 eV, the deviation from
the theories may partially be attributed to a systematic error
in our measurement. We note, however, that the difference
between the theories for a CH4 target below 10 eV and
above 45° is larger than that between the CTMC results
and our experimental data. In general, the agreement is very
good between 10 and 100 eV. At larger electron energies the
continuum distorted wave method slightly underestimates the
experimental DDCSs at 20° and 30° observation angles for
CH4. For both targets the CTMC calculation gives almost
perfect agreement. Beyond the agreement with experiment, the
two theories also agree remarkably well with each other for
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FIG. 7. Double-differential electron emission cross section for
H2O by 1 MeV H+ impact compared with CDW-EIS and CTMC
calculations. The notations and comments are the same as for Fig. 6.

proton impact. Since their curves are mostly concealed by the
gray diamonds of the experimental data, we make some notes
here about the differences. For the methane target, CDW-EIS
data exceed those of the CTMC method at low energies. The
curves cross each other in the 10–50 eV region, and the
CDW-EIS curves go below the CTMC (and experimental)
curves towards higher energies. This is best visible at forward
angles. For the water target, the difference between the theories
is smaller, and the CDW-EIS lines always run slightly below
the CTMC curves.

For the partially dressed He+ and N+ projectiles, the
theories have to take into account the electron loss contribution
originating from the ionized projectile. Figures 8(a) and 8(b)
display the experimental data for He+ + CH4 collision com-
pared with the values calculated by the CTMC and CDW-EIS
theories, separately. Here we show not only the contribution
from the ionization of the target, but also the total theoretical
electron emission cross section, which contains both the target
ionization and the EL contribution. Dielectronic interactions
between the electrons of the projectile and the target [1]
were estimated to be negligible here. Although the target
ionization is dominant for He+ impact at most observation
angles, the results of the CTMC calculations in Fig. 8(a) show
a remarkable contribution of projectile ionization at backward
angles. For He+ impact, the target ionization is dominant due
to the larger number of more loosely bound target electrons
of CH4 (E(I)

ionization ≈ 12.6 eV) in contrast to the more tightly
bound single electron of He+ (E(II)

ionization ≈ 54.4 eV).
Figure 8(b) shows that the CDW-EIS calculation over-

estimates, to some extent, the yield of projectile ionization
at all observation angles. This is probably due to a slight
overestimation of the contribution of screened potentials as
ionizing “agents.” Although small deviations remain, mostly
below 10 eV, the total (target + projectile) ionization values
obtained by CTMC calculation are in an almost perfect
agreement with the experiment. It is noted that both theoretical
models predict too large a yield of low-energy electrons
emitted in the backward direction. This is a signature of the
underestimation of the role of two-center effects.

The experimental results together with the calculated
CTMC and CDW-EIS data for the collision system of

(a)

(b)

FIG. 8. Double-differential electron emission cross section for
CH4 in collisions with 1 MeV He+ at different observation angles.
The measured data are indicated as gray diamonds. The calculated
target and total (target + projectile) ionization values for CTMC
are depicted in (a) by dash-dotted and solid lines, respectively. In
(b) the CDW-EIS values are presented with the same notation. The
multiplying factors are shown in parentheses.

N+ + H2O are shown in Figs. 9(a) and 9(b), respectively. Since
the N+ projectile carries many more electrons than He+, and its
ionization potential is about half of that of He+, significantly
higher projectile ionization yields can be expected. Indeed,
according to the measurements, the absolute cross section for
projectile ionization is more than seven times higher for N+
than that for He+.

Differences between the nonperturbative classical and
the distorted-wave quantum mechanical results are more
significant for the many-electron N+ projectiles (see Fig. 9).
The CTMC calculation shows similar behavior as that for
the He+ + CH4 collision system: at forward angles the
contribution of the target ionization is dominant. With in-
creasing observation angles the electron emission from the
projectile gains in importance. While the agreement between
the experiment and the total ionization obtained by the CTMC
method remains very good for the N+ + H2O collision system,
the CDW-EIS data overestimate the electron emission from
both collision partners at low energies. One should note
here, however, that at this impact energy and perturbation
strength, the level of agreement is excellent for a basically
first-order perturbative treatment, demonstrating the power of
the sophisticated handling of the initial and final states. The
deviation of the CDW-EIS prediction from the experiment
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(a)

(b)

FIG. 9. Double-differential electron emission cross section for
H2O in collisions with 650 keV N+ at different observation angles.
The multiplying factors are shown in parentheses. The measured data
are indicated as gray diamonds. In (a) CTMC results for target and
total (target + projectile) ionization are displayed by dash-dotted
and solid lines, respectively. In (b) experiment is compared with
CDW-EIS results for target and total ionization with the same
notations.

is greater at higher emitted electron energies, where the
theoretical curves fall off much faster with electron energy
than do the experimental data.

The experimental data for the 650 keV N+ + CH4 collision
system together with the corresponding CDW-EIS results
are displayed in Fig. 10. They are similar to those of the
650 keV N+ + H2O system. A closer inspection shows that
the measured cross sections are almost equal in magnitude
and exhibit similar angular and energy dependence. Let us
recall the scaling rule of Wilson and Toburen for proton impact
on hydrocarbon molecules [15], namely, that the electron
ejection cross section is roughly proportional to the number
of loosely bound electrons in the target molecule. Our present
measurements suggest that this approximate scaling rule has a
wider region of validity: It works for other molecules and for
projectile ionization too.

The experimental results for N+ impact exhibit much
larger cross sections above 100 eV electron energy than those
predicted by the CDW-EIS model. A closer inspection shows
a hump in the spectra around 100 eV, even at backward angles
(see Figs. 9 and 10). For the water target, the CTMC method
reproduces well the high-energy behavior of the cross section;
moreover, it also predicts a hump at 100 eV in the target
ionization contribution at backward angles. This is a key for

FIG. 10. Double-differential electron emission cross section for
the 650 keV N+ + CH4 collision at different observation angles. The
multiplying factors are shown in parentheses. The measured data
are indicated as gray diamonds and are compared with the CDW-EIS
results. The calculations for the target and the total (target+projectile)
ionization are displayed by dash-dotted and solid lines, respectively.

understanding the origin of the hump. We assume that both the
structure at 100 eV and the enhancement at higher energies in
general are due to sequential multiple electron scattering in the
Coulomb field of the ionized target and the projectile cores,
i.e., the so-called Fermi-shuttle mechanism [9–13].

A possible scenario for this mechanism in ion-atom colli-
sions starts with a close encounter between a target electron and
the incoming projectile core (P) in the approach phase of the
collision. If the electron is scattered forwards in the laboratory
frame, it has a chance to get scattered back in a close collision
with the target core (T), and be scattered back by the projectile
again (P) before it gets liberated. This scattering series can
be characterized by the sequence of the cores where the
electron gets scattered, e.g., for the above process by P-T-P.
Similar scattering sequences can start with the ionization of
the projectile, e.g., a T-P-T-P sequence. It is important that,
due to the large projectile-to-electron mass ratio, the velocity
of the electron increases by twice the velocity of the incoming
projectile, 2v, in every P scattering. Fourfold scattering events
were first found in 1.8 MeV C+ + Xe collisions in Ref. [9].

It was found earlier [9–13] that, due to its nonperturbative
character, the CTMC model is able to quantitatively treat this
type of multiple-scattering event in ∼100 keV/u collisions.
From the CDW-EIS model, however, which includes only
parts of the higher-order perturbation, we do not expect to
describe this type of multiple scattering. Accordingly, the
dramatic underestimation of the cross section for N+ impact by
the CDW-EIS theory at higher electron energies on one side,
and the good agreement between experiment and the CTMC
results for the same collision system everywhere (see Figs. 9
and 10) allows us to conclude that Fermi-shuttle-type multiple
scattering could significantly contribute to the high-energy
electron emission there.

This conclusion is confirmed by the analysis given in
Fig. 11. Here the target ionization contribution calculated
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FIG. 11. The CTMC calculations for 46 keV/u N+ + H2O colli-
sion divided by the result of the first order Born (B1) approximation
for the 46 keV/u H+ + H2O collision system at different observation
angles: 20°, dotted line; 45°, dash-totted line; 160°, solid line. The
ratios highlight the contributions of higher-order processes as wide
humps at higher energies. Multiple electron scattering (Fermi shuttle)
occurs even at backward angles.

by the CTMC theory for the 46 keV/u N+ + H2O collision
system is divided by the reference cross section of a first-
order plane-wave Born (B1) calculation for the equivelocity
46 keV/u H+ + H2O collision system. The latter represents
a pure first-order description of ionization by a bare unit
charge at the same velocity without two-center contributions
or higher-order processes. In a simple picture, the ratio should
be unity at low electron energies, where the ionic charge
of the projectile should govern the cross section in distant
collisions, and it should gradually increase towards higher
energies, since the screening of the projectile nucleus decreases
with closer and closer collisions. The ratio in Fig. 11 clearly
shows that two-center effects dominate electron emission at
energies below 30 eV. At forward angles it far exceeds unity,
while it gets very small for backward emission. At higher
energies, the structures nicely demonstrate the features of
close collisions. The 20° curve exhibits a wide peak at 90
eV, corresponding to the enhancement of the binary encounter
process due to the screened potential of the projectile [9,10].
Note that the 0° binary encounter energy is 25 eV here. This
effect is smaller but still observable at 45° and ∼50 eV. The
main contribution to the peak above 100 eV in the 160° ratio is
a P-T-P scattering sequence. Finally there is a strong peaklike
enhancement around 400 eV for all observation angles. They
can be identified as P-T-P and P-T-P-T (at 160°) processes,
i.e., triple and quadruple scattering sequences on the nitrogen
and oxygen cores (scattering on the protons in H2O should
be negligible). Since experimental and CTMC results agree
well in this energy region, the ratios in Fig. 11 provide indirect
evidence for the importance of multiple electron scattering in
our slowest (46 keV/u) collision system.

The shape of the EL peak is rather different in the two
theoretical models. In both calculations, the electron loss from
the He+ projectile peaks between 100 and 300 eV and gives
only a slight contribution to the cross-section spectra at other

energies. However, the EL peak obtained by the CDW-EIS
method indicates a larger contribution and broader energy
distribution of such electrons than those obtained by the CTMC
calculation, even for He+ impact. For a N+ projectile this peak
turns into a broad flat hump lying between 10 and 70 eV in the
measured spectra. Again, it is well reproduced by the CTMC
calculation. Instead of a broad hump the CDW-EIS method
gives an almost continuous EL contribution to the whole
spectrum. The limits of the extended CDW-EIS calculation
here might be attributed to the treatment of the screened
Coulomb potential of the N+ ion.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We carried out measurements for the ionization of H2O and
CH4 molecules by the impact of MeV energy H+, He+, and N+
projectiles. The energy and angular distribution of the ejected
electrons were measured by a single-stage electrostatic spec-
trometer. The obtained absolute double-differential electron
emission spectra were compared with those calculated by use
of the CTMC and CDW-EIS models, specially developed for
treating screened ionic core potentials and accounting for the
molecular orbitals of the target. We found that the measured
cross sections increased with the increase of the atomic number
Z of the projectile and decrease of the projectile velocity. The
spectral features in the case of the partially dressed projectiles
could be attributed to the increased effective charge in close
collision events and to the contribution from the ionization of
the projectile.

A good general agreement was observed between measure-
ments and extended CTMC calculations for all the studied
collision systems, even for N+ impact. Here, multiple electron
scattering has been found to dominate the high-energy part of
the spectra. The CTMC model has been found to be a reliable
tool for treating molecular collisions in all collision systems
studied here at and below the mean energy of the Bragg peak.

The advanced CDW-EIS model provided good agreement
with proton impact data, a reasonable agreement for He+
impact, and a qualitative description of the low-energy part of
the N+ impact data. Since this is basically a first-order pertur-
bation theory, this level of agreement clearly demonstrates the
effectiveness of applying realistic initial and final states. Since
it was found to be less efficient for describing the ionization of
the projectile by the completely screened target, it is likely that
it should be developed further for treating screened potentials.

The shape and the absolute value of the corresponding
electron emission spectra are similar for H2O and CH4.
Since both molecules have eight weakly bound electrons, the
similarity suggests that the approximate rule of Ref. [15] has
a wide region of validity. The present measurements suggest
that the ionization cross section is scalable with the number
of weakly bound electrons in a target molecule, and this rule
seems to be valid for different projectile ions at different impact
energies.

Although, according to both theories, single ionization is
dominant for the studied collision systems, for N+ impact
they predict strong contributions from double and multiple
ionization, too. This can be verified by measuring the relative
yields of the fragmentation channels of the target molecules in
the same collision systems.
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